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Objective. The incidence of pancreatic cancer is estimated to be 48,960 in 2015 in the US and projected to become the second and
third leading causes of cancer-related deaths by 2030.Themean costs in 2015may be assumed to be $79,800 per patient and for each
resection $164,100. Attempt is made to evaluate the results over the last 80 years, the number of survivors, and the overall survival
percentage. Methods. Altogether 1230 papers have been found which deal with resections and reveal survival information. Only
621 of these report 5-year survivors. Reservation about surgery was first expressed in 1964 and five-year survival of nonresected
survivors is well documented. Results. The survival percentage depends not only on the number of survivors but also on the subset
from which it is calculated. Since the 1980s the papers have mainly reported the number of resections and survival as actuarial
percentages, with or without the actual number of survivors being reported. The actuarial percentage is on average 2.75 higher.
Detailed information on the original group (TN), number of resections, and actual number of survivors is reported in only 10.6%
of the papers. Repetition occurs when the patients from a certain year are reported several times from the same institution or include
survivors from many institutions or countries. Each 5-year survivor may be reported several times. Conclusion. Assuming a 10%
resection rate and correcting for repetitions and the life table percentage the overall actual survival rate is hardly more than 0.3%.

1. Introduction

Resections for pancreatic adenocarcinoma which Whipple
et al. [1] initiated after earlier attempts by Codivilla [2] and
Kausch [3] have now been carried out for 80 years. Opinions
still differ as to the results. Some authors claim a survival
percentage of up to 22% and are widely quoted and extol the
benefits and success of resections [4] while others doubt that
anyone survives pancreatic cancer [5].

2. Incidence, Economics

The incidence of pancreatic cancer has been estimated at
48,960 in 2015 in the US and is the fourth leading cause of
death from cancer for both sexes [6]. It is projected to increase
to 62,000 in the year 2020 and to 88,000 for both sexes in
2030 and to surpass breast, prostate, and colorectal cancers to
become the second and third leading causes of cancer-related
deaths by 2030 [7].

The cost of treatment of pancreatic cancer is of concern
in many countries. O’Neill and colleagues studied the total

direct medical cost of patients 66 years and older who were
diagnosed from 2000 to 2007 in the US.Themean total direct
cost was $65,500, for resectable locoregional disease cost
was $134,700, and for unresectable locoregional or distant
disease cost was $65,300 and $49,000, respectively [8]. Lea
and Stahlgren had earlier pointed out the difference in the
cost of resections versus bypass [9].

Assuming 2.5% inflation over 8 years, the mean cost in
2015 would be $79,800, for resections $164,100, for unre-
sectable (or bypasses) disease $79,500, and for distant disease
$59,700. With the estimated number of patients in 2015 the
overall cost would be close to $4 billion.

3. Methods and Evaluation of Results

There is a growing concern that reports of success in medical
research are inflated [10].

Here an attempt is made to evaluate the results over the
last 80 years, the number of survivors, and the overall survival
percentage.
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This author has continued to scrutinize the literature on
surgery from the onset, initially using the Index Medicus
and then Ovid/PubMed until the end of 2014, with cross-
references. Approximately 1230 papers have been found in 15
languages in approximately 200 journals from 44 countries
which deal with resections and reveal at least some survival
information. A total of 40.5% of the papers originated in the
US, 19.3% from Japan, 7.3% from Germany, 5.3% from Italy,
and 4% from France and the UK. These have been inserted
into a database.

Papers on the surgical aspects of pancreatic cancer differ
as to the approach and the composition of the patient group
and the method of reporting. A few emphasize only the
technical aspects and themortalitywith limited or no survival
information and indiscriminately cover patients with various
malignant and benign pathologies which may require pan-
creatoduodenal resection, but without clearly separating each
pathology group or presenting separate survival information.
Only papers with separate pathologic information on patients
were selected for analysis for this paper. Analysis of the
database reveals that, of these 1230 papers, 609 do not report
any 5-year survivors, some seem to be mainly technical,
and some report only up to a 3-year survival rate. A total
of 621 papers report 5-year survivors and will be examined
further in detail in this paper. Special attention has been
paid to the origin of each paper, the time period each study
covered, patient composition, the subset of patients used for
calculations, and the statistical method used.

4. Reservation, Nonresected Survivors

The first reservation about the effect of surgery on this
disease was expressed by Glenn and Thorbjarnarson [11] in
1964, again by Gallitano et al. [12] in 1968 whose only 5-
year survivor was “nonresected,” and then strongly by Crile
Jr. in 1970 [13], whose only survivor was also nonresected.
He challenged the value of resection for pancreatic cancer,
followed by Shapiro in 1975 [14]. Crile Jr.’s criticism was
directed at the then high mortality rate and the survival
calculations which were carried out and might count only
those who survived the operation and in ignorance of the
nonresected survivors.

The presence of nonresected survivors has been disputed
[15], but it is amajor issue in the debate on survival. It was first
pointed out by Cattell and Young in 1957 [16] and, as above,
later by Gallitano and Crile Jr. The data were summarized
by the present author in a paper in 1995 [17] and a letter in
1996 [18]. In a review by the present author published in 1978
only 65 five-year survivors could be found in the literature, of
whom 8 were nonresected [19]. In a review published in 1987,
165 survivors could be found, but 12 of thesewere nonresected
[20]. In this review 41 reports have been found from 31
institutions in 12 countries, many from eminent institutions
and renowned authors, thereof 17 from the US, two fromYale
[19, 20], two from theUniversity TexasMDAnderson [12, 21],
and two from Harvard MGH [22, 23], as well as from the
University of Chicago [24], the Dana Farber Cancer Clinic
[25], andThomas Jefferson [26], to mention a few.

Nonresected survival is a fact and should be kept in
mind in assessing overall therapeutic results. Initially reports
detailed the course of all patients diagnosed at a particular
institution but in recent decades reports have concentrated
only on resected patients, completely ignoring any nonre-
sected survivors. Nonresected survivors would therefore not
be found.

5. Survival Calculations

The survival percentage depends not only on the number
of survivors but on the subset from which the number is
calculated.

A few earlier studies started by examining the respective
tumor registries and disclosed that only about 35–68% of
patients in tumor registries had histologic confirmation. Sur-
vival calculations have been based on the original number of
patients with histologic diagnoses at a particular institution,
previously called the total number (TN), the approximately
80% of cases that were surgically explored, the cases that were
resected, or location, size, or R status of the tumor, or even
only those patients who survived the operation.

Overall survival success must be based on the original
group diagnosed with pancreatic cancer (the TN or total
number) and the number of survivors and not only on a small
subgroup of the cases. Different methods of calculation have
been used to enumerate the results, that is, actual versus the
actuarial, projected, or estimated percentage.

Initially most papers revealed the TN, the number of
resections, and simply the number of survivors, whereas
later authors also presented actual percentage figures. In
the late 1980s the papers started reporting only the number
of resections and survival as actuarial percentages, usually
calculatedwith theKaplan-Meiermethodwith orwithout the
actual number of survivors being reported [27].

Sir Hill pointed out in his book in 1937 that when a
“large number of patients is lost sight of” the outcome might
be erroneously high. This warning is reemphasized in later
editions [28]. In a frequently quoted paper 11 survivors out of
201 are claimed as proof of 22% survival [4].

As indicated in Table 1 the original number TNof patients
studied in a report is only revealed in 90 or 14.5%of the papers
and in these the actual number of survivors is stated in only
49. In the remaining 41 with a documented TN and actuarial
calculation the actual number of survivors is stated in 17,
in addition to life table curves. Detailed information on the
original TN group studied, number of resections, and actual
number of survivors is therefore reported in only 66 or 10.6%
of all papers on pancreatic cancer. In the remaining 89.4%
some form of estimate or calculation is required to assess
survival percentage. In 531 papers there is no information on
the original number of patients from which the number of
resections was drawn, although in 102 of these the number of
survivors is stated or confirmed by inquiry.

In 424 of these 531 reports with survival calculations by
actuarial methods 378 are by the Kaplan-Meier method and
48 by other or unclearmethods, thoughKM is also very likely.
The number of survivors is stated in 147 of the reports or
34.6%, but not in the remaining 277 or 65.3%.
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Years 60 70 80 90 00 10

--------
------------------
-------------------

---------------
-----

------------
-------------

-----------

---
-----
------
-------
------
-------

--------
-----------
------------

------
-------

----------------
----------------
----------------

-----------
-----

------

1972–83
1972–98
1972–00
1980–01
1985–89

1969–84
1969–87
1972–87

2001–05
2001–08
2001–09
2001–09
2001–09
2001–10

1964–76
1964–82
1964–84

1988–96
1988–98

1971–93
1971–93
1971–93

1981–96
1979–85

1978–87
??–92 ??? --------------

Srv

5 s
31 s
16 ?
19 ??
11 i

1 s
7 ?

10 i

1 ?
30 ??
35 ??
16 ??
1 ??

45 ?

4 s
10 s
9 s

2 ?
6 ?

12 s
10 s
12 s

7 ??
3 s

2 ??
1 ?

Author
U Kiel/ Hamburg

Hannover M S

Humboldt U

Joh Gutenberg U

K Mannheim U Heidelberg
Trede M [48]
Richter A [49]
Richter A [50]
Hartel M [51]
Trede M [52]

U Erlangen
Gall FP [53]
Gall FP [54]
Tannapfel A [55]

U Heidelberg
Kleef J [56]
Welsch T [57]
Hartwig W [58]
Hartwig W [59]
Strobel O [60]
Pausch T [61]

U Mainz
Rückert K [62]
Kümmerle F [63]
Kümmerle K [64]

Henne-Bruns D [39]
Henne-Bruns D [40]

Klempnauer J [41]
Klempnauer J [42]
Klempnauer J [43]

Wenger FA [44]
Von Wolff H [45]

Böttger TC [46]
Böttger TC [47]

Graphs are approximate
s: stated number of survivors
i: number of survivors obtained by inquiry 
?: number of patients estimated from actuarial calculations.

Figure 1: Repetitions Germany sample. See [40–65].

A total of 240 inquiries were sent to authors where the
actual number of patients was not reported and only 58
replies were obtained. The actual number of survivors with
actuarial calculation is therefore known in 205 of the 424
reports or 48.3%. The actuarial and actual percentage figures
can therefore be compared, as demonstrated previously [29,
30], and reveal that the actuarial percentage is on average 2.75
higher than the actual percentage. This figure has therefore
been used to estimate the number of survivors and the
survival percentage in the relevant studies where only the
actuarial percentage has been published.

The resection rate has been debatable and varies and can
only be assessed accurately if the original group is large and
well defined. Tertiary referral centers cannot know the size of
the original group fromwhich their resection group is drawn.
Of the studies published in the last 5 years, 156 of 161 or 97%
report only the number of resections and the percentages. In
an earlier study by this author the resection rate was 10.8%.
In earlier US studies [31, 32] the rate was, respectively, 8.4%

and 12%. In 2 European nationals [33, 34] the rate was from
8% to 12% over the last 5 years. In a recent report from the
surgical service at a European university hospital [35] the
resection rate was 11.6%. It is therefore practical to assume
that the resection rate is 10% in the studies where the original
TN of the group is not reported in order to estimate the TN
accordingly and divide the percentage by 2.5–3 where the
actuarial KM only has been published.

After totaling the numbers in the 621 studies with sur-
vivors with the above correction, but without further adjust-
ment, the TN comes to 1,731,834, the number of resected
patients comes to 162,207, and the number of survivors comes
to 11,300, for an apparent survival percentage of 0.77%.

After totaling the number of patients in all the 1230
reports, the original TN comes to 3,188,543, the number of
resected patients to 284,298, and the number of survivors to
11,330. The overall survival percentage would then be only
0.45%.
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Author Years 60 70 80 90 00 10

1981–96 ----------
1985–95 --------
1987–94 -----
1988–03 -----------
1988–97 ------
1988–98 ---------
1990–96 ------
2001–07 -----

1985–98 ---------
1990–95 -----
1990–97 ------

1980–93 -----------
19??–96 ??--

1970–93 -------------------
1990–08 -------------
1990–08 -------------
1992–96 -----
1997–06 -------
2001–08 -----

1980–93 -----------
1980–94 -----------

1968–92 ------------------
1970–87 --------------
1970–92 -------------------
1970–92 -------------------

Catholic Univ
Civello IM [65]
Alfieri S [66]
Magistrelli P [67]
Magistrelli P [68]
Magistrelli P [69]
Magistrelli P [70]
Morganti AG [71]
Mattiucci GC [72]

St Raffaele
Reni M [73]
Di Carlo V [74]
Di Carlo V [75]

U Milano
Taschieri AM [76]
Taschieri AM [77]

U Verona
Serio G [78]
Crippa S [79]
Malleo G [80]
Iacono C [81]
Barugola G [82]
Barugola G [83]

U Pisa
Mosca F [84]
Mosca F [85]

U Padua
Pedrazzoli S [86]
Sperti C [87]
Sperti C [88]
Sperti C [89]
Sperti C [90] 1970–93 ---------------------

Srv

1 s
2 s
4 i
8 ?
4 s
5 s
3 s
3 ??

5 i
2 i
4 ?

4 ?
10 ?

3 ?
52 s
48 ??
2 s

10 i
17 i

5 ?
5 s

3 s
7 s
7 s
9 s
3 s

Graphs are approximate
s: stated number of survivors
i: number of survivors obtained by inquiry 
?: number of patients estimated from actuarial calculations.

Figure 2: Repetitions Italy sample. See [66–91].

6. Repetitions

Repetition of reporting the same survivors in different papers
was first pointed out in 1978 [17]. It occurs in various ways,
such as when papers include survivors from many different
institutions or known databases in a specific country or even
when a study includes patients from many countries. Thus
92 of the 620 studies with 5-year survivors are from many
institutions in a specific country or 14.8% and 10 of these from
many countries or 1.6%.

Repetition occurs, though mainly when the patient pop-
ulation and survivors from a certain year are reported several
times from the same institution. As can be seen in Figures 1–
5, repetition has occurred up to 6–8 times in Germany, Italy,
and Japan and up to 20 times in the US.

Examination of reports from a single institution covering
the entire study period and stating the number of survivors
and then adding up the number of patients from all the stud-
ies, including those with an estimated number of survivors,
reveals that the total number reported is over 10 times larger

than the number reported in the studies with a documented
number of survivors.

Each papermay at times reveal somenew information but
only infrequently is it disclosed that the patients have been
reported before.

There is no scientific method to assess the number of
repetitions accurately but each reported 5-year survivor and
thereby respective resection and the TN seems to be reported
3–5 times. Dividing the number of reported survivors and
respective resections and TN by 4, the overall number of
5-year survivors is hardly more than 2,800, the number of
resections 40,500, and the original TN number of patients
433,000.

Repetitions occur also in the “no-survivor” group of
reports, but not as frequently. It may be assumed that all
published reports with or without survivors are drawn from
a TN of approx. 1,000,000 patients and with fewer than 3,000
survivors, of whom a significant number were nonresected,
meaning that the overall survival rate was no more than
approximately 0.3%.
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Author Years 70 80 90 00 10
Hiroshima U

1990–06 ------------
1992–08 ------------
1994–09 ------------
1996–10 -----------
2002–09 ------

Kanazawa U
1970–95 --------------------------
1973–90 ------------
1973–91 -------------
1973–95 ---------------
1973–97 -----------------
1974–99 -------------------------
1980–95 ------------

Kumamoto U
1969–88 ----------------
1984–97 ---------
1984–99 ----------
1984–99 ----------
1984–99 -----------

Kyoto U
1949–74 ---------
1966–87 ---------------
1966–87 ---------------
1969–87 -----------
1980–97 --------------
1981–97 -------------
1982–95 --------
1980–99 --------------
19??–02 ????-------

Nagasaki U
19??–79 ??-------
1966–80 ------------
1966–83 ---------------
1975–84 --------
1994–08 ----------

Nagoya U
2000–03 ---
1981–00 --------------
1981–03 -----------------
1981–05 ------------------
2001–10 -------

1974–89 -----------
1980–90 --------
1981–93 ----------
1981–95 -----------
1984–89 ----
1985–89 ---
1995–02 ------
2002–07 ----
2002–09 -----
2002–11 --------

Osaka Ctr Adult Dis, Med f Ca, CSM
1960–94 ----------------------
1963–75 ------

Sendai U
1989–08 -------------
1960–76 ----------
1960–76 ----------
1960–85 -----------------
1983–98 -----------

Srv

3 s
3 s
8 ??
6 s
7 s

2 s
7 s
9 s
8 s

10 s
15 s
3 s

4 i
4 i
3 ?
6 s
3 ?

8 s
5 s
5 ?
5 ?
5 i
6 s
5 s
2 s
1 s

4 s
35 s
9 i

11 i
4 ?

9 s
17 ?
11 i
12 i
16 ??

4 ?
23 ??
9 ?

20 ?
4 i
7 i
5 s
5 ??

21 ??
36 ??

14 s
1 s

13 ?
1 s
2 s
2 s
5 i

Murakami Y [91]
Murakami Y [92]
Murakami Y [93]
Murakami Y [94]
Murakami Y [95]

Kayahara M [96]
Nagakawa T [97]
Kayahara M [98]
Nagakawa T [99]
Nagakawa T [100]
Nagakawa T [101]
Nagakawa T [102]

Hiraoka T [103]
Hiraoka T [104]
Takamori H [105]
Takamori H [106]
Takamori H [107]

Nakase A [108] 57 inst
Manabe T [109]
Manabe T [110]
Manabe T [111]
Kokubo M [112]
Imamura M [113]
Hosotani R [114]
Doi R [115]
Doi R [116] 19 inst

Tsuchiya R [117] 19 inst
Tsuchiya R [118] 441 inst
Tsuchiya R [119] 441 inst
Tsuchiya R [120] 441 inst
Nanashima A [121]

Nimura Y [122]
Nakao A [123]
Nakao A [124]
Nakao A [125]
Yamada S [126]

Miyata M [129]
Satake K [130] 59 inst
Ishikawa O [131]
Ishikawa O [132]
Ishikawa O [133]
Ishikawa O [134]
Ohigashi H [135]
Ohigashi H [136]
Takahashi H [137]
Takahashi H [138]

Ishikawa O [127]
Matsui Y [128]

Motoi F [139]
Sato T [140]
Sato T [141]
Matsuno S [142]
Shibata C [143]

Figure 3: Continued.
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2001–05 ------
1976–95 ---------------
1985–04 ------------------------
1987–03 ---------------------
1988–00 -----------------

1983–89 ------
1990–03 ------------
1990–04 ------------
1990–99 ---------
1990–04 ------------
1999–03 ----

Tochigi U
Sata N [144]
Yoshizawa K [145]
Hishinuma S [146]
Hishinuma S [147]
Ogata Y [148]

Tokyo Nat Ca Ctr
Ozaki H [149]
Shimada K [150]
Shimada K [151]
Yachida S [152]
Shimada K [153]
Shimada K [154]
Oguro S [155] 2001–09 -----------

78 ?
4 s
1 s

31 s
2 s

4 s
40 s
7 s

16 ?
22 ?
12 ?
44 ??

Author Years 70 80 90 00 10 Srv

Graphs are approximate
s: stated number of survivors
i: number of survivors obtained by inquiry 
?: number of patients estimated from actuarial calculations.

Figure 3: Repetitions Japan sample. See [92–156].

Author Years 40 50 60 70 80 90 00 10 Srv

Miller EM [156] 1936–45 ------
1941–62Mongé JJ [157] ---------------
1942–68ReMine WH [158] -------------------
1942–73Pliam MB [159] ----------------------
1951–75Edis AJ [160] ------------------
1951–78Van Heerden JA [161] --------------------
1951–85Van Heerden JA [162] --------------------------
1963–87Dalton RR [163] -----------------
1972–82Van Heerden JA [164] -------
1974–86Foo ML [165] --------
1981–01Schnelldorfer T [166] ---------------
1981–07Fatima J [167] ------------------
1981–07Khan S [168] ------------------
1981–07Khan S [169] ------------------
1981–91Nitecki SS [170] ---------
1982–87Spencer MP [171] -----
1985–02Billings BJ [172] ------------
1985–05Hsu CC and JH [173] --------------
1987–03Christein JD [174] ----------
1997–03Farnell MB [175] -----
1998–05Al-Haddad [176] -----
2000–07Barton JG [177] -----
2008–13Croome KP [178] -----

1 s
8 s
2 s
2 s
3 s
1 i
3 s
1 i
1 s
2 s

62 s
43 ?
41 ?
39 ?
10 i
2 s
2 s

58 ?
4 s
6 ?
1 i

18 ?
1 s

Graphs are approximate
s: stated number of survivors
i: number of survivors obtained by inquiry 
?: number of patients estimated from actuarial calculations.

Figure 4: Repetitions Mayo Clinic. See [157–179].

7. Mortality, Positive Margins, and Nodes

Mortality during the first 20 years, 1945–1965, was on average
25.2% with a single report of 62.5%. During the next 20 years
or up to 1984mortality was on average 19.9% with the highest
rate at 52%. In 1985–1994 it lowered to 9.8%. In subsequent

5-year periods mortality was reduced to 6.8% and then 4.6%
and during the last 5 years 4% with a high of 33%. Aside from
the 33%, the average is now 3.7%. The overall mortality rate
has therefore greatly reduced.

Themajority of surgeons in recent decades have reported
the number of positive margins and nodes and numbers over
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Author Years 70 80 90 00 10

Crist DW [179] 1969–86 ----------------------
1969–86Crist DW [180] ----------------------
1969–90Cameron JL [181] -----------------------------
1969–03Cameron JL [182] ------------------------------------------------
1970–92Yeo CJ [4] ---------------------------------
1970–94Yeo CJ [183] -----------------------------------
1970–94DiGiuseppe JA [184] -----------------------------------
1970–99Riall TS [185] ------------------------------------------
1970–05Makary MA [186] ------------------------------------------------
1970–06Winter JM [187] -------------------------------------------------
1970–07Reddy S [188] ---------------------------------------------------
1972–89Nordback IH [189] ---------------------------
1975–88Allison DC [190] ---------------------
1975–92Allison DC [191] -------------------------
1975–09He J [192] ------------------------------------------------
1979–90McGuire GE [193] ---------------
1981–02Lin JW [194] ------------------------------
1984–99Sohn TA [195] ------------------------
1985–05Hsu CC and MCl [173] -----------------------------
1986–94Lillemoe KD [196] -------------
1990–96Yeo CJ [197] ---------
1991–97Sohn TA [198] ----------
1993–05Hristov B [199] -----------------
1995–05Gleisner AL [200] --------------
1995–05Asiyanbola B [201] --------------
1995–05Tsai S [202] --------------
1996–01Yeo CJ [203] --------
1996–01Yeo CJ [204] --------
1996–01Riall TS [205] --------
1996–03Emick DM [206] -----------
1998–04Nathan H and SEER [207] ------

Srv

6 s
6 i
5 ?

30 ?
22 s
11 s
11 s
93 s

103 ?
85 ?
85 ?
1 s
3 s

17 s
s110

1 ?
40 ?
33 s
58 ?
1 s

20 ?
20 ?
14 ?
44 ?
11 ?
48 ?
14 ?
14 ?
17 ?
93 i

171 ?

Graphs are approximate
s: stated number of survivors
i: number of survivors obtained by inquiry 
?: number of patients estimated from actuarial calculations.

Figure 5: Repetitions Johns Hopkins University. See [38, 180–207].

60–70% frequently quoted [36–38]. It is of great interest that
even in the most experienced hands only 16% of cases were
both margins and nodes negative [38].

Tumor cells can be found in the bone marrow in up to
50% of cases [39].

8. Discussion and Conclusion

Pancreatic cancer is thus both a costly and devastating disease
and has usually spread beyond its boundaries at time of
diagnosis and treatment and is thus a systemic disease. The
literature on pancreatic surgery, while purporting to report
the facts, is nevertheless inaccurate.

The use of actuarial calculation methods exaggerates the
percentage and thereby the number of presumed survivors in
a particular study.

Reporting the same patients repeatedly without any
qualification gives a false impression of success.

Life table curves should be accompanied by the actual
number of survivors. The course of nonresected patients
should be studied.

Surgical skills are imperative for the care and palliation of
pancreatic cancer patients including possible resections, but
they have had only a minimal impact on the survival rate.

It is of importance for the medical profession that pub-
lished results are indisputable.
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